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Summation 
Suppose X is a variable which is observed in a population. 
Suppose as a result of making n observations on the variable X 
we arrive at a series of individual observations or variates 
x1 • x2 , x3 , •.• ,xi, ••• , xn. For example X might be the yield 
in bushels of a plot of wheat. Then x1 , x2 , ••• , xi' ••• , xn 
would be the yields in bushels from the 1st, 2nd, i-th; n-th 
plots respectively. The subscripts 1~ 2 •••• , n are used 
merely to identify the various plot yields uniquely, and there 
is no ordering implied, i.e., x1 is not necessarily larger or 
smaller than x2 etc. xi is the result of ·an observation on 
the i-th individual or object on the population, and the notation 
x. or (x.) i~l, ••• n, is often used to denote the series of n 
~ ~ 
observations made. 
One operation often performed in statistics is that of 
n 
summation, d.enoted generally by L: or S. i~1x1 means 11Add up . 
all ~uantities like xi which are formed by giving i the values 
of every positive integer from i=l to i=n inclusive." Thus 
n 
i~lxi = xl + x2 + x3 + ••• +X. + ••• +X J. n. It is important 
to note that the index i must take on all integral values 
between its lower limit given beneath the summation sign and 
its upper limit given above the summation sign. 
Examples: 
n 
l.i~lxiyi = xlyl + x2y2.+ • • • t xiyi + • • • + xnyn 
n j 
2, . .El( .. l) p. 1 J:;: . J-
4 
3·i~l(yi + 5) 
n/2 
4• .L:ly,..... 1 J::; cJ"' 
= 
= 
~Po +_pl- P2 + ••• + (-l)1Pi-l 
+ (-l)np 1 
n-
(yi + 5) + {y2 + 5) + (y3 + 5 ) 
+ (y4 + 5) = yl + y2 + y3 + Y4 + 20 
= Y1 + Yx + Y5 + • ' • + yn-1 · 
-' n ~s an even 
integer. 
Note that while i must take on all integral values between 
• 
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its upper and lower limits that x. does not necessarily have 
~ 
to take on all its calues in the summation. Example 4 above 
is a case where. while i takes on all integral values between 
i and n/2, x. takes on those values between 1 and n which are 
. ~ 
characterized by an odd subscript. 
Note also that if the variable x is to take on the par-
ticular values 1, 2, 3, 4, ••• n instead of the general values 
n 
x1 , x2 , x3, xn we may write x~lx = 1 + 2 + 3 + ••• + n 
vle now state 3 useful theorems >vhich the student may easily 
verify by expanding the expressions and regrouping the terms. 
n 
Theorem I: .z1 (x. + y. - z.) ~= ~ ~ ~ 
n 
Theorem II: . J.:1cx. ~= ~ 
n 
Theorem III: i~lc 
Example: 
n 
.z1 (x.-c) ~= ~ 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
If we define the arithmetic mean as 
n n n 
.z1x. + ~= ~ i~lyi i~lzi 
n 
c.L.1x . where c ~= ~ is a constant. 
nc where c is a constant. 
n n 
i~lxi - 1~1c by Theorem I 
n 
i~lxi - nc by Theorem III. 
_ x1 + x2 + x3 + • • • + x. + • • • xn 
X = ~~~~--~----------~~~ ....... ----= 
n 
-then we may write x in our shorthand notation as 
n 
x = 1/n .L.1x. ~= ~ 
It is easy to see that the sum of the deviates from the mean 
i iiiis equal to zero. We denote an individual deviatian from the 
• 
mean as (x.- x). 
l 
n 
Then .E1 (x. - x) l= l 
-but X 
n 
therefore .El(x.-1= 1 
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n n 
= .r:lx. - .L:lx 1= 1 1= 
n 
-
.Elx. = - nx 1= 1 
n 
= l/n i~lxi 
n 
x) = . E1x. -1= 1 
since X is a constant 
n 
... 
or nx = .Elx. 1::: 1 
n 
.E1x . = 0. 1= 1 
If we have n observations x1 , x2 , .•••• xn' such that r1 
of the observations have a common value, say y1 , r2 observations 
have a common value, say y2 , fk observations have a common 
value yk, then we can write 
k k 
-X ::: 
n 
1/n .2..1x. 1= 1 ::: 
k 
.Elf.y. ]_:::_ J_ l 
.k or 1/n .E1f.y. since .E1f. = n. 1= 1 J_ J_::: 1 
.E1f. 1= l 
For example.. n = 8, x1 = 7, x2 = 7, x3 = 4, x4 = 7, x5 =: 5, 
x6 = 4, x7 = 6, x8 = 5. 
yl = 7 
y2 = 4 
y3 = 5 
y4 = 6 
-X 
8 
fl = 3 
f ::: 2 2 
f3 ::: 2 
f4 = l 
8 
... 
ylf1 = 21 
y2f2 = 8 
y3f3 = 10 
y4f4 ::;: 6 
45 
7 + 7 + 
8 
+ 5 
45 
= 8 = 5 5/8 
= i2 
8 
= 5 5/8 
poding: It is often convenient in practice to deal with 
not the original data but with values derived from the original 
• 
• 
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data by coding the value of each operation. We may code by 
subtracting a constant from each operation: 
X! = X. - X 
J. J. 0 
where x! is the new coded value, J. 
X. is the ~riginal observation J. 
X is a constant. 
0 
n n n n 
.l:lx! = .E1x. .E1x = i~lxi -nx J.= J. J.= J. J.= 0 0 
or 
n n 
1/n .E1x! 1/n(i~lxi -nx) '"I' X = = = X -X J.= J. 0 0 
- x' or X = + X 0 
It can be shown also that if we code by 
X • 
- X 
- 2-,__Q ~ 0 X = where c c 
- ex"+ then X = X 0 
n 
f!oblem To show that 1~1x = l+2+3+ •.• +n n(n + l) = 2 
Solu~j~: Consider x2 - (x-1) 2 
Sum both sides from l to n. 
n 
= i~1 (2x- 1) 
= 2x - l 
n 
= 2 .E1x . .,. n J.= J. 
Performing the indicated sum on the left member we have: 
'/..2 02 
+ 1-2 - t2 
+ 32 - '/.2 
+ n2 - {n-1)2 4 n 
n2 
= 2 .E1x. .. n J.= J. 
or transposing and dividing 
n n2 + n n{n + l) i~lxi = = . ; 2 2 
• 
• 
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Exercises 
1. Hri te in expanded form: · 
4. 
(a) 
(c) 
(d) 
Prove: 
n 
. .Elx~ ~= ~ 
4 
.E1 (x. - x) 2 ~= ~ 
5 . 1 2. E (-l)J- · J 
·-1 JX J-~ 
N 
(a) i~l(xi + 1)2 = 
N 
(b) x~0x(x - l)p 
N N 
.E1x~ + 2.E1x. + N ~= ~ ~= ~ 
n n \ f n \ 
DJ..· stinguish between .E x y and I E x \ ' " y 6 i=l i i . i=l i} ' i~l i :1 
v1rite each in expanded form. 
5. Using the identity x3 - (x ~ 1)3 = 3x2 - 3x + 1, 
n 2 = m(n + 1)6(2n + 1) show that L. x -~ -
x=l 
-6. If the mean of a set of n1 variates is x1 and the mean 
of another set of variates of the same variable is x2' show that 
the mean x of the combined sets is 
-
-
nlxl + n2x2 where N = n1 + n2. X = N 
Generalize this result to k sets of variates of the same 
variable x, where xl ••• xk are the means of k sets and nl ••• ~ 
are the size of the sets and n1+ n2+ ••• + nk = N. Express your 
answer in .E notation. What does the formula reduce to if all set~ 
are of the same size? i.e., n1::: n i=l ••• k 
• 
or 
• 
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The variance of a sample of size n is defined 
.-
62 
= 
1 
n-1 ixl- x)2 + (x2.,. x)2 + 
s2 
1. To 
s2 
= 
(n-l)s2 = 
= 
1 n 
= .L:l6c. - x)2 
n-1 l= l 
derive the computational 
., 
r n <~ )2' 1 ' 
.L:1x. 
.~xi I 
'il-l 1 = l= l n ; ! ...l 
n 
. .zl(x. - x) l= l 
n 
~ ( 2 
,L..l x. l= l 
n n 
formula: 
r 1 I zx2 
n-1 I i 
as 
+ (xn - x)2] 
n(x) 2] 
= .L:lx~ J.= l 2x- " X + r.x-2 ,L..l . -l= J. (Using Theorems I, II, and III) 
-but x = 
= 
= 
= 
(n-l)s2 = 
= 
n 
.L:lx l= 
n 
n 
.l::lx~ l= l 
.n 
.z1x~ J.= l 
n 
r 2 .~1x. J.= J. 
n 
.z1x~ l= l 
-
-
-
... 
or nx 
' 
' j 
\, 
' I 
n 
2.E1x. l= l 
n 
n 
'~]X. l-.. J. 
n 
(nX)2 
n 
n(x) 2 
= 
\ 2 
I j 
n 
. .Zlx. l= l 
n 
. .Elx. J.= J. + 
' n ' 
' 'C' I 2 I; ·"lx. '. 1= J. I 
+ n~ 
• 
• 
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Problems (cont.) 
Show that the mean of the first n integers is 
variance is s 2 = ~ n(n + l). 
n + l 
2 and the 
8. If n1 , x1 , and s~ are the number, mean, and variance for one group 
of measures, and n2, x2 and s~ the number, mean, and variance for a 
:second group, show that the variance of the group formed by com-
bining the two groups is given by 
(n1~ l)sf + (n2- l)s~ 
s2 = ~~--~~----~----~ + 
where n = n + n l 2 
and s 2 =variance for the combined groups. 
(n-2) 2 
-9· If x1 and Y1 i=l ••• n are two measurements and if xi= ~1- x and 
y. = Y - y, show that ~ i 
n 
i~l(yi- axi) 2 = 
where a is a constant, 
n 
- 2a.L:1x.y. ~= ~ l 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - . 
Effect of coding 2£ s 2 : 
X.- X 
Let ~:~ .. ~ 0 
l e 
or X. 
~ 
= r>.x,.' + x 
~ 0 
l n l 
then s 2 = --l- .L:l(x.- x) 2 = n-l n- l= ~ 
and -11 x = ex. + x 
~ 0 
n , 
' 11 ( .. tt ) 2 
.E1 j cx.+x - ex + x 1 1= l 0 ~ ! 
n 
S 2 1 )' ( 11 + -n )2 
= ---1 .u1 ex. x - ex - x n- 1= 1 o o 
n 
then if we define s 112 1 r: ( 11 -n)2 
:::: ~ i=O:l. xi - X 
we get 
s2 = c2s n2 
or s :::; CS 11 
• 
• 
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Coding by adding or subtracting a constant value from each of the 
original observations has no effect upon the variance or standard de-
viation, but multiplication of the original observations will also 
multiply the standard deviation of the observations by the same amount. 
n 
To show that .~1 (x. - a) 2 takes on its minimum value when a ~ x. l~ l 
n n n 
Method 1. Let i~1 (x-x) 2 = 1~1 (x-a+a-x) 2 = 1~1 (x-a) 2 + n(a-Y.) 2 which 
-is obviously at its smallest when a = x since the second positive term 
disappears. (see Chapter II, page 17.) A more general method is te 
n 
show directly that the value of a which minimizes .~1 (x.-a) 2 is a ~ x. J.= J. 
Consider first (x1-a) 2 = x~ - 2ax1 + a2 • This is of the general 
form AX 2 + BX + C where A = 1, B = -2a, and C = a 2 • If A is positive 
.A."- y 
I 2 
, ~ _,.-AX + BX + C \ ! ~/ 
\ I i \ ! I 
I I I When A is positive, parabola 
\. I 
:\ I 
' \ I 
: ' .' 
takes on lowest value at X = m. 
.. ; 
--+-~---_,1. .. 
'..J. #- / 
-- -------------> X 
m 
AX2 + BX + C A(X B )2 + 4AC - B2 = + 2A 4A 
·----. 
since A(X + L)2 l~AC .,. B2 = A(X 2 B;x:2 B2 4AC B2 ! + +- +-w) + I 4A TA - 4A! 2A A 
= PX2 + BX = AX 2 + BX + C. 
If A is positive, then A(X + ~A)2 + takes on its smallest 
value when (X + ~)2 = 0 or (X + ~) = 0 ...B or X = 2A 
• 
• 
Sum 
Mean 
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therefore (x~ - 2ax + a 2 ) takes on its smallest value when xi = ~ 
= a. 
or adding 
(x1- a) 2 takes on its smallest value when x1= a 
(x2- a)2 " " " 11 " 11 11 " 
. 
(x -a) 2 n . " II 11 II 11 II 11 11 
x2= a 
x = a n 
n n 
.E1 (x.- a) 2 takes on its smallest value when .E1X. = na 1= 1 1~ 1 
1 n 
or a ~ - iE1X. = x. n = 1 
Classification of a variable with respect to more than character-
istic: 
If we want to classify the variable X in a more explicit manner, we 
may use more than one subscript to denote the observations; e.g., the 
yield from the jth variety in the ith plot may be described as x ..• 
1J 
If we were making observations on k different varieties and each variety 
was planted inn plots, then j = l ••• k and i = l ••• n. Altogether we 
would be makj_ng kn observations on X. 
The values of the observations set out in a two way table with 
their sums and means would look as follows: 
xll xl2 xl3 ... , -Xij, • 
. -
x21 x22 x23 x2j 
x31 x32 x33 x3j 
. . . X •• 
1J 
X 
nl xn2 X ... X n n 
X.l x.2 X.3 X.j 
i.r x.2 i.3 . . . x.j 
. · .• ' ! xlk 
... x2k 
... x3k 
xnk 
. . . X.k 
... x.k 
Sum 
XL 
x2. 
x3. 
X. 1, 
X 
n. 
X • • 
X • • 
Mean 
-XL 
x2. 
-
x3. 
,. 
X. 1. 
X 
n. 
x •• 
• 
• 
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Note that in this particular case the columns represent the varieties 
and the rows represent the plots. 
The total for the j-th c~lumn is given by x1j+ X2 j+ ••• + Xnj 
n 
= . :z1x .. , and will be designated by X .j. We use .a dot (.) in place ~= lJ 
of the subscript i to denote the fact that '"e have summed ever the 
range of values taken on by i. The total for the i-th column would 
k 
be X~ 1+ X~ 2•· + • ; : + X. k =· .. LX. . = X. • The total for the whole array 
.... .... l J=J. ~J l 
is: 
= 
k k 
. ~:Ixl · + .2:1x2 · J= J J= J 
n k 
k 
+ ••• + .:zlx .. J= lJ 
k 
+ ••. + .:zlx . J::= nJ 
· :zl .:zlx · · · ~= J= ~J Also the total can be written as: 
+ • •. + (xl. + 
.) 
n n 
= . :SIX . l + . :ZIX . 2 l= l ~== ~ 
k n 
j~l i~lij' 
n 
+ . • • + . I:lX. . + . • • 
l:: ~J 
n 
+ . .:zlx.k 1= l 
It can readily be seen that similar relationships will hold for 
the means; e.g. k k 1 l n l n 
-
. r.l;c . I:Xj_ .I:l .r:lx .. X • • = ::: = k J= ·J n i::l • nk l= J= ~J 
The variances within any row and sny column are given by 
1 k 
s:: = -1 .L:l(x .... x. )2 l k- J= lJ lo 
2 1 n ( .,. )2 
S . = -.l . 121 X. • - X . J n- 1= lJ •J 
Both of these estimate a2 , the population variance • 
• 
• 
• 
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The variances of the rovr and column means are: 
s~ 
x. 
~. 
s~ 
X . 
•J 
= _J_ 
n-1 
= ...L k-1 
n 
i~l(i. .. i .. >2 
- ~. 
k (- .. )2 
. .E1 X • - X •. J= •J 
02 02 
which estimate k and n respectively. (Note that each xi. is a mean. 
of k items and each x.j is the mean of n items.) 
Pooled variances vri thin rows: 
1 
k(n-1) 
k n ( ... )2 j .El . .El X •• - X. = ~; 1J 1. 
Pooled variances within columns: 
1 k 
. .El( X. j .. X • )2 J= ~ •J k(n-1} 
Total variance for all items: 
1 
iik-1 
n 
.El ~= 
k 
. .El(x i" .. i .. )2 J= J 
This is also an esti~ate of o2 • 
Pro'hlem 10: Show that: 
- -
where x = 
nl x 1+ ~ x2 
nl + n 2 
How is this simplified when n1 = n2? 
= n • 
If you then have k groups instead of 2 groups, generalize the formula 
for the pooled variances. 
We will now show that the total sum of squares can be broken into 
two sums of squares, one the sum of squares between row means and the 
other the pooled sum of squares within rows. I.e. 
n k n k n ( .. )2 ( .. )2 r - )2 i~l j~l xij .. x.. = i~l j~l xij .. xi. + ki~l\xi ... x •• 
• 
• 
• 
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- - -Hrite X .. - x •. = x .. - ·x. + x. - x .• 
~J ~J ~. ~. 
(-· ... ) J 2 X. '"· X •. 
~. 
:::: D:1 ~J [ (x; :i - x. )2 +2 (x .. - x. )(x. - x .. ) + (x. - x .. )2 ] ~v ~. ~J ~. ~. lo 
:::: (x;J· - x. )2 + 4: [(x. - x .. )l::(x .. - x. )] + U(x. - x •• )2 
~ ~. l ~. J lJ l. ~J ~. 
since (x. -x .. ) is a constant •rith respect to 2;:. But note that 
~. J 
( - ) 1:: X .... X. J . ~J l. = l::x .. - l::x . J ~J J l. = kX. - kX. = 0 ~. 1.. and 
( - - )2 2;:2:; X. '" X.. ::: 
~J L 
( ... - -X. • • )2 ::: D:: X. J:L l • k.E(xi - x .• )2 ~ . 
>.:l::(x .. - x .. )2 = 4:/.:(x .. - x. )2 + It.E(x. - x .. )2 
~J ~J . lJ ~J 1. ~ 1.. 
Problem 11. Show that: 
Z::l::(X .. - x .. )2 = 4:Z::(X •. -X .) 2 + nE(x . - x .. )2 
~J ~J lJ lJ ·J ~ ·J 
Problem 12. Derive computational formulae for each sum of squares 
in 11. 
Problem 13. Hhat is the relationship between the degrees of freedom 
for the sums of squares in 11? 
• 
• 
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Expected values - Let X denote a variable which takes on a 
certain range of values or variates x1 , x2 , ••. ~· N may be a 
finite number if the population characterized by X is finite in size 
or N may be infinite if the population characterized by X can take 
on an infinite number of values. Let p1 , p2 , ••• pN be the proba~ 
bilities that A1, x2, ••• XNoccur. Then we may define the expe~ted 
value of X . as : 
l. N 
• 
i i:l p.X. = ~ l. 
N E(X.) l. 
i~lpi 
N 
= .L:lp.X . l.= l l. 
N 
since i~lpi = 1. 
~amp~:' Suppose X = number of dots we observe on the upturned 
face of an unbiased die. X can then take on 6 possible values 1, 2, 
3, 4. 5, 6. Thus our population is xl = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3 .• x4 = 4, 
x 5 = 5, x6 = 6. Since our die is unbiased, each face will be equally 
likely to turn up and the relative fre~tency with which i~ appears 
will be 1/6. Thus e~ch p. = 1/6 and .~1 = 1/6 + 1/6 + ••• + 1/6 = 1. 6 l. l.-
Then E(X1) = .I:1p.X.= 1/6 X 1 + 1/6 X 2 + ••• + 1/6 X 6 = 3·5• l.= l. l. 
6 
Note that Ex. in this case = l/6 .E1X. = ~, the population mean. l. ~= l. 
An exa~ple, where the p. are not all equal, arises when we con-
. l. . 
sider 2 dice thrown together and X is the sum of the dots ~ppea~ing 
on each of the faces of the two dice. Here there are 6 x 6 = 36 
possible occurrences) but since certain occurrences result in the 
same observation, it is seen that we have only eleven different 
occurrences, i.e. 11 possible sums 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ••• , 12. Of the 
36 possible occurrences., one results in a 2, a 1-spot on each di~. 
Two result in a 3, a 1 spot on one die, a two dpot on the other, 
and vice-versa, etc, i.e. we get the following distribution of prob-
ability for the 11 sums observable: 
Sum observed (X.): 2 3 l. 
Relative frequency 1 2 
of occurrence (pi); 36 3b 
N 
Notice that the.I:1p. = 1. l.= l. 
12 
4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 36 j"b 3b 3b 
8 9 10 11 12 
5 4 3~ 2 1 3b 3b 3b 36 
In this case E(X1) = i~2 p1x1 = 1/36 x 2 + ••• 1/36 x 12 = 7. 
• 
• 
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If our population containes an infinite number of observable values, 
then 
co 
E(X.) = .E1 p.Xi =~,the population mean. ~ ~= ~ 
Actually the above definition only applies to those variables 
that take on discrete values. 
analogous definition, in terms 
used. 
If we have a continuous variable, an 
of the integral calculus, would be 
The population mean, ~. is by definition 
The population variance o2 is defined as 
N 
1~1 (xi - ~) 2pi 
N 
= E(X. - ~) 2 
~ 
i~lpi 
N 
. ~lX . pi = E (X . ) • ~= ~ ~ 
Also o2 = E(X. ~~)2 = E(X. ~ EX. )2 since ~ =EX .• 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Rules of Operation ¥Ti ~h. Expected V~lues: 
1. E(X1 + x2 + ••. + Xk) = EX1 + EX2 + ••• + EXk 
2. E(cX.) = cEX. where cis a constant. 
~ ~ 
3. Ec = c where c is a constant. 
N N 
4 • E . L:1X . = . L::1EX . J.= ~ J.= ~ 
The proof of these rules follow from the definition of E and are 
left as an exercise. 
Suppose that each variate X. can be represented as the mean of 
~ 
the population plus some random deviation: 
X. = ~ + e .• 
J. ~ 
Here we are assuming that the variation in the X. is due to the 
~ 
variation in the E. and that a linear relationsbi:p between X. and·e. 1 . 1 ~ 
holds. 
n 
x. = 1/n .r:1x. 1= ~ 
Now E~ =·~ 
n 
= 1/n i~l(~+Ei) 
n 
= ~ + .L:l€. ~= l. 
and Ee1 = 0 since by definition EXi = E(~+e1 ) = ~· 
The variance of X. then becomes 
l. 
= E(e.) 2-(Ee.) 2 = E(e.-E(e.))2 
J. l. l. ~ 
cr2 = E(Xi-~)2 = E(~+ei-~)2 = E(ei)2 
= cre2; i.e. the variation in the 
.x1's can be accounted for by the variation in the ~andom errors € •• ~ 
• 
• 
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Another idea that will now be introduced is that of the 
independence of two variables Xi and X j where i ~ j. Xi and X j 
are said to be independent if the value that we observe for Xi is 
in no way influenced by the value observed for X., and vice-versa. 
J 
I.e., if the probability that we jointly observe X. and X. is pi. 
l. J J 
then this probability would be equal to pip. where p. is the proba-J l. 
bility that xi is observed and pj is the probability that xj is 
observed. Now the expected value of the joint observation X.X. is 
l. J 
given as 
E{XiXj) ~ t¥iXj(pij). 
If x1 and Xj are independent, then 
tEX1X .p .. = EEX .X .p.p .= (DC. p) (EX .p.) = (EX. )(EX.';) l.J J lJ lJ l. J J. J l. l i J J J J. iJ 
Similarly 2 random errors e1 and e j are said to be independent of 
one another if E(e.e.) = (Ee.)(EE.) = 0. Since X. depends upon €. 
J.J l J l l. 
and Xj depends upon E. we can state that X. and X. are independent J . l. J 
of each other if and only if E(€i€j) = 0 for i f j. 
Problem:· If X. = l.L + €. and X . = 1.J. + e . show that 
l 'l J J 
E(X.X.) = (EX.)(EX.) when :m(e.E.) = o·. 
l. J J. J l. J 
We will now show that if x1, x2, •.• , Xn are n independent ob-
servations from a population with mean 1.J. and variance o2 , then the 
variance of the mean o~ = o2 /n. 
X 
Assume the model X. = I.J. + e .• Then 
l. l. 
n n n n 
- 1/n i~lxi = 1/ni~l l.L + 1/ni~lei 1/ni~lei x. = = }.J. + 
n n 
(1~ = E(Xi - f.1)2 = E(lt + .L.1e./n- f.1) 2 = E(i~l E/n)2 X l.= l. 
(€1+€2+ ••• +en) 2 
(ef+e~+ ••• +e~+2El€2+ ••• +2en•len) 
= l/n2 (o2+o2+ ••• +o2+2(0)+ ••• +2(0)) 
= 1/n2 (ncr2 ) = cr2 /n 
• 
• 
• 
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n 
To show that : E(s2 ) = cr2 where s2 = 11 .~1 (x1- x) 2 and n- l.= 
x1 ... Xn are n independent variables drawn from a population with 
mean ~ and variance a2 • 
= 
= 
2 2 2 2 n~ + 0 + ncr - n~ - 0 - a 
1 n ( ~)2 
or ---1 E1~1 x.-x n- = l. 
1 n ( -)a 
= E ---1 1~1 x.-x n- = l. 
• 
• 
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One-way classification with unequal numbers of observations in ea~ 
class • 
In this case, the number of observations in the col,ums is not 
necessarily et.Jtlal, i.e. we have k columns and n. o"uservations in the 
- J 
j-th column. The observations set out in a two-way table would look 
as follcws: 
xll xl2 ••• xlj . .. xlk 
x21 x22 x2j x2k 
x31 x32 x3j x3k 
X 
n11 
X 
n22 X • njJ x~k 
sums X .l x.2 X 
.j x~k 
-
.., .. .. 
means x .l x.2 X 
.j x.k 
where X .j 
nj X 
= i~l ij 
-
-
1 nj 
X = 
- i~lxiJ .j nj 
k nj k 
...J~l il::lX .. .!:lX • j - = J.,] ~= x •• = k ;:I k 
.z1 n. J= J j~l nj 
··:·;;: ... k 
Note that the total number of observations is j!:l n.. The breakdown 
= J 
of the total sum of squares can be given as follows: 
knJ k k nj ( - >2 c· ->2 ( j~l i~l xij • x.. = j~lnj x.j .. x + j~l 1~1 xij - )2 .. X 
.j 
For com~utatiopal ~urposes the total sum of squares and between column 
sum of squares reduce to: 
k nj 
J~l i~l(xiJ- x)2 = 
n· 
J - - )2 
.r.1n . (x . - x. • · = J= J •J 
k nj 
J~l i~l x~J 
(X' • )2 
~ nj 
Both the breakdown of the sums of squares ane the derivation of the 
I 
computational formulas are left as an exercise for the student. 
•• 
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Two-way class1.fication·. . Breakdown of the sum of squares. Assuming 
that each observation is classified with respect to two variables, 
e.g. X .. = observation on yield of wheat for i•th variety treated l.J 
with j-th fertilizer type. 
The deviations of the individual observations from the grand 
mean can be broken down as follows: 
xij - x .. ( - - ) (- - ) ( - - 3 i = xi - x • • + x . ... x. . + x . . - x . - x . + .A. •• , 
• •J l.J l.~ •J 
where (X. -:X •• ) = deviations of row means from the grand mean. l.o 
(X ..... :X ) = deviations of column means from the grand mean. 
o:-J •• 
(X .. -xi -X . +X •• ) = deviations of individuals from the l.J • • J 
grand mean after differences in row and column means have been re• 
moved, i.e. we correct each Xij as follows: 
X. j .. (Xi - X •• ) - (X ... X •• ) • Then we take deviations of 
l. • •J 
the corrected Xij from the grand mean: 
(- - ) (- - ) -X . - X. -X •• -X ... X.. .... X •• 
iJ l.. ·J = 
Squaring both sides of the equation and summing we get: 
k n k nr -, 
.r.1 .r.1 (xi. - x .. )2 = .E1 iEl (X. - x •• )+(X .- x •• )+(X ..... xi· -x .+x) .. J = l.= J J = = - l. • • J l.J • • J -
The sum of squares on the left hand side is the total sum of squares. 
On the right hand side, grouping the first two terms together and 
squaring we get: 
~i[ { (x1 .- x .. )+Cx.j-x .• >} ~ + 2 (xi.- x .• ) <x .. -xi ... x j + x~. > l.J • • 
( - - - )2] + xi. - x1 - x .+ x •. J • •J 
Squaring the term in c~ly brackets and summing, we obtain after 
rearranging the order of the terms: 
(- - )2 (- - )2 { - - - )2 r.r. xi -x.. + u. x J-x.. + Et xi .-xi -x . +X •• J~ • Jl. • J • •J 
+ 2Et(x1 -x .. )(x .-x .• ) Jl. ~ •J 
+ 2EE(X. -x .• )(x1 .-xi -x j+X .• ) Jf l.. J • • 
+ 2n::(x .-x •• )(xiJ-x1 -x . +X •• ) JI •J • •J 
• 
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The last three tern.s all disappear since: 
2D:(x .-x •• )(xi -x .. ) = 2E(x .-x .. )2:(xi -x •• ) = o, J~ •J • J •J 1 • 
2E4:{X. -:X •• )(xi. -:X. ...5{ • +X •• ) J~ ~. J ~. •J # 2EJ (x1 -x .. )t{x .. -x. -x .+x .. ) • 1 ~J ~. •J 
2E4:(X .-x .. )(X.j·X. -x J+X •• ) J~ •J ~ ~. • = 2E(x J-x .. )z(x1 .-x. -x J+x.,) J • ~ J ~. • 
therefore we have: 
k n 
~ ( - - - )2 + ·~1 1~1 x1 .... x1 -x .+X •• J- - J • •J 
The associated degrees of freedom aan be gotten as follows: 
1) For the total sum of squares we calculate the variation of nk 
observations with tne restriction that the sum of the deviations of 
all observations from the grand mean must equal zero, i.e. 
f~(Xij- X .. )= 0 therefore nk-1 d.f.'s. 
2. For the sum of squares between row means we calculate the vari-
ation in n rovv means from the grand mean with the restriction that 
the deviations of the row means from the grand mean equals zero 
iseo ~ (Xi.- X .• ) : o. Therefore we have n ... 1 d.t.'s~ 
~ 
.E IV -3. Similari1y for colwnn means we have the restriction j ,x J • .,. X ):;: 
• • • 
0. Therefore k-1 d.f.ts. 
4. For the residual sum of squares we subtract the variation due to 
row and column means and therefore the degrees of freedom will be 
nk ~ (n-1)- (k-1)- 1: nk- n- k+ l: (n-l)(k-1). 
Note that: nk- 1 : (n-1) + (k-1) + (n .... l)(k-1). 
